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SUMMARY In this paper, two low power hardware structures essential for MPEG-4 video codec are proposed for portable
applications. First, an adaptive bit resolution control (ABRC)
scheme is proposed for a processing element (PE) in a systolicarray type motion estimator (ME). By appropriately modifying
the datapath of PE to exploit the correlations in pixel values, its
structure is optimized in terms of both hardware cost and low
power consumption. As a result, power is saved up to 29% compared with a conventional PE while the computation accuracy
is preserved and the overhead is kept negligible. Second, a low
power motion compensation (MC) accelerator is proposed. By
embedding DRAM whose structure is optimized for low power
consumption, the power consumption for external data I/Os is
dramatically reduced. In addition, distributed nine-tiled block
mapping (DNTBM) with partial activation scheme in the frame
buﬀer reduces the power for accessing frame buﬀer up to 31%
compared to a conventional 1-bank tiled mapping. With the
proposed MC accelerator, MPEG-4 SP@L1 decoding system is
fabricated using 0.18 µm embedded memory logic (EML) technology.
key words: low power, motion estimation, motion compensation, MPEG-4

1.

Introduction

1.1 Motivation
Recently, multimedia-processing capability on the
portable terminals such as smart-phones or PDAs (personal digital assistance) is becoming essential with
the help of current advanced VLSI technologies and
high capacity channel technologies such as IMT-2000.
Among various functions, a video processing based on
MPEG-4 or H.26x is one of the promising functions
that are going to be widely used on the terminals [1].
Clearly, low power consumption is the most important
constraint as well as a performance or ﬂexibility when
implementing the functions on the portable devices because most of them are battery-driven products. Although a video codec can be implemented in various
ways, a hardware implementation is preferred in order to successfully satisfy both the power consumption
and the required performance [2]–[7]. It is especially
true for the motion estimation (ME) and the motion
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compensation (MC) because they require most of the
computational power and data I/O operations in video
processing [8].
For a low power hardware implementation, various approaches were proposed [2]–[6], [10]–[13]. Since
the power consumption of digital circuits is mainly determined by the dynamic power, which is proportional
to the switching activities and the capacitive load [9],
[14], most of the approaches were focused on reducing
them. Previous works [10]–[13] have tried to reduce the
switching activities for the low power ME implementation by clock gating [10], by eliminating unnecessary
computation using estimation of mathematical inequality [11], or by reducing the required hardware [12], [13].
But they suﬀer from its large gate count [10], excessive additional hardware amount [11], or image quality
degradation with the cost of reduced power consumption [12], [13]. On the other hand, there have been various approaches trying to reduce the power consumption
of data I/O operations [5], [6]. Oﬀ-chip data I/O operations typically require much more power than that of
on-chip operations due to the relatively large capacitive
load. By embedding memories (DRAM) into a single
chip, the amount of capacitive load can be steeply reduced so that a large amount of power can be saved.
But the beneﬁts of embedded DRAM is not fully utilized in their architectures because they just integrated
a memory with the logic while maintaining the traditional oﬀ-chip memory system architecture and without
any considerations of optimization in architectural level
for further power reduction.
1.2 Contributions
In this paper, we propose the low power hardware structures for two key blocks (ME and MC) that are essential
for the video codec.
First, we propose an adaptive bit resolution control (ABRC) scheme for a processing elopement (PE)
in a systolic array-type motion estimator (ME) [2]. It is
a well-known fact that the pixels in a local area of the
successive frames are highly correlated. But this nature
is not yet successfully utilized for low power consumption in previous works [10]–[13] because it may increase
the hardware cost too much or the power reduction
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is insigniﬁcant if it is not appropriately implemented.
However, the optimization in terms of both power and
hardware cost was possible by the proposed scheme.
By adding simple control circuits, the datapath of PE
is modiﬁed to adaptively control the hardware amount
that is actually required for the computation so that
unnecessary transitions in the datapath are reduced.
Diﬀerent from previous works [12], [13], image quality
degradation does not occur since the computation accuracy in a PE is preserved. In addition, it can be combined with any kinds of architectural level low power
techniques [10], [11].
Second, we propose the low power MC accelerator
with embedded DRAM frame buﬀers [2]–[4]. To reduce
the power consumption, embedded DRAM structure
is adopted, and its architecture is optimized in terms
of low power operation based on the frequently used
memory access patterns.

Table 1 Bit resolution distribution used for ME. (Full search
[−16, 15.5])

1.3 Organization
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sect. 2,
the proposed technique for low power ME and its experimental results are described. The detailed description
about low power MC design and its frame buﬀer optimization is given in Sect. 3, and the conclusions will
follow in Sect. 4.
2.

Fig. 1 The concept of adaptive bit resolution control (ABRC)
scheme.

Design of Low Power Motion Estimator
(ME) for MPEG-4 Encoding

2.1 Adaptive Bit Resolution Control (ABRC) Scheme
for Low Power ME
Most of the motion estimation algorithms are developed
based on a block matching (BM) algorithm that computes a motion vector on a block-by-block basis, and
sum of absolute diﬀerence (SAD) is one of the widely
used distance criterions for them. SAD is deﬁned as
follows:
SAD(m, n) =

N
N 


|xi,j − yi+m,j+n |

(1)

i=1 j=1

where N is the block size, and xi,j and yi,j are the pixel
values of the current block and the previous block, respectively. In a hardware implementation, a systolicarray type processor based on a processing element
(PE) is typically used because SAD operation can be
easily parallelized and it is much simpler than other
approaches in view of design complexity [10]–[13]. In
this structure, basic operation for SAD is mapped on a
PE. It mainly consists of three operations; 1) subtraction, 2) absolute operation, 3) accumulation. Basically,
these operations are performed in 8-bit resolution, and
the hardware with the corresponding bit resolution is
required in conventional PE structures.

By the way, for many operations in a PE, the
full bit resolution (8-bit) operation is not actually required. Large correlation in the pixel values at a local
area of successive frames means that the values can be
very similar so that there are little changes in mostsigniﬁcant bits (MSBs) [8]. The correlation becomes
stronger as the scenes become simple or have a constant intensity in a local area (e.g. background). Table 1 shows the number of LSBs that were actually
used for ME (Full Search, [−16, 15.5]). As shown in
the table, over 50% of the operations can be performed
only with 4 LSBs in case of slow scenes (Miss America,
Akiyo) and even for the fast scenes such as football, still
many operations are performed with lower than 8-bit
resolution.
To eﬀectively utilize this, the ABRC scheme adaptively determines the number of LSB bits that are
required for the operation according to the operands
(Fig. 1). Therefore, only the necessary LSB components
in the datapath of PE are enabled, and the redundant
transitions in the datapath for MSBs are reduced so
that large power saving can be obtained. In addition,
the image quality degradation does not occur because
the exact computation results are obtained in the PE
(Fig. 1).
Figure 2 shows the example implementation of PE
with 4-bit granularity control scheme. 4-bit granularity
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Table 2
circuits.

Fig. 2

Implementation example: PE with 4 bit granularity.

Overhead (Area & Power) from additional control

they were implemented at transistor level using 0.18 µm
EML technology and the results are normalized to that
of a conventional PE. Therefore, there must be a tradeoﬀ between the control granularity and the overheads
for the optimized design.
2.2 Experimental Results

Fig. 3

Power reduction in the datapath of PE.

means that the datapath operations are performed with
either 8-bit (Full resolution) or only 4 LSBs. For the
adaptive bit resolution control, additional control circuits such as bit-resolution detector are implemented.
To identify the required bit resolution (in this case,
whether the upper 4 MSB bits of two operands are the
same or not), 4 MSBs are compared using bit-by-bit
XOR operation. In addition, the gated clock scheme is
implemented at the operand registers to prevent fetching unnecessary bits according to the detection result,
and truncation logic is implemented at the output of absolute operation. Finally, the blocking circuit is added
in the adder to block the transitions from the lower
LSBs to the upper MSBs.
It is clear that the power reduction in the datapath is increased if we control it with ﬁner granularity.
Figure 3 illustrates the power saving eﬀects according
to the datapath bit granularities. When the datapath
is controlled with 4 bit granularity, the power consumption in the datapath is discretely decreased as the same
bit pattern in MSBs is increased. But in case of 1-bit
granularity, the power consumption is monotonically
decreased. On the other hand, the amount of additional
control circuits due to the ﬁne bit granularity control is
also increased. The overheads from the additional circuits are summarized in Table 2. For the measurement,

Table 3 summarizes the overall power savings from various test scenes. To determine the optimal architecture
in view of both the power and the area, we compared
PEs with various bit granularities; 1-bit, 2-bit, 4-bit,
and mixture of 4 bit and 2 bit granularities.
As shown in Table 3, the PE with 2-bit granularity
showed the best performance when only the power saving is considered. In case of [−16, 15.5] search range,
power was saved up to 29.5% for the highly correlated
scenes in a local area (Miss America), and even in the
worst case, about 9% of power was saved (Football).
When the reduced search range is used, more power
was saved because the correlations in pixel values are increased. In case of [−8, 7.5], 9–34% of power is reduced,
which is about 5% larger than those of [−16, 15.5] case.
As well as the power reduction ratio itself, the overall hardware cost which considers both the power saving
and the minimal area overhead can be more important
depending on the system. To compare this, we deﬁned
the factor “Pwr * Area,” which stands for the product
of the power saving ratio (in%) and the physical area.
As shown in the table (the last column), the PE with
4-bit granularity showed the best performance in terms
of area and power product. Therefore, either PE with
2-bit or 4-bit granularity can be used selectively according to the more important system requirements. However, the overall power reduction of 1-bit structure was
very small, or even more than that of the conventional
PE (Football) because too much power was consumed
in the additional control circuits even though the power
savings in the datapath was maximized.
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Table 3

The overall power reduction in PE.
(a) Full search. [−16, 15.5]

(b) Full search. [−8, 7.5]

3.

Design & Implementation of a Low Power
MPEG-4 Video Decoder

3.1 Structure of a Low Power MC Accelerator
The overall structure of the MC accelerator is shown in
Fig. 4. It consists of the datapath and two embedded
DRAM macros as frame buﬀers.
The datapath consists of eight processing elements
(PEs) which include the half-pel ALUs, the pixel ALUs,
the pixel buﬀers and the shifting logic. Its operation is
performed by block (8 × 8 pixel) granularity, not by
macro-block (16 × 16 pixel) so that it can successfully
support advanced block-level prediction features newly
provided in MPEG-4 [8]. Since the 128-bit internal bus
provides maximum 16 pixels (8 bit/pixel) to the datapath, parallel processing possible in the datapath (8
PEs). Although the length of interconnections in the
local datapath area are slightly increased by adopting
the parallel architecture, it is possible to lower the operation frequency of the datapath as much as possible
(in this design, 20 MHz), and this contributes to reduce
the overall power consumption [14]. When adopting
wide bus structure, the power consumption of the interconnection may become larger because of its increased
overall capacitance; the length may become long according to the physical placement, and the overall coupling capacitance may become larger as the number of
interconnections is increased. To prevent this situation,
we carefully placed the datapath as close as possible to
the frame buﬀer and widened the wire spaces so that
the overall capacitance was maintained to be almost

Fig. 4

The block diagram of MC accelerator.

the same as that of the narrow bus arcitecture. In addition, optimization of the bus drivers’ size was possible
by fully utilizing the relieved speed constraints on the
bus so that the power penalty from increased capacitance was successfully compensated.
Finally, aggressive clock gating is adopted in the
datapath for the low power consumption.
As the frame buﬀers, two embedded DRAM
macros are integrated with the logic. Each macro can
store all of the color information for one video object
plane (VOP). Since a MPEG-4 simple proﬁle (SP) is
expected to be widely used in most portable video systems, only 2 frames (one for a current frame, and the
other for a previous VOP) are stored. The structure
of the frame buﬀer is depicted in Fig. 5 [2]–[4]. It has
512 bit × 128 row ×9 bank, and 128 bit shared I/O. The
cell core in each bank is divided into 4 segments. Since
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(a)

Fig. 5

Structure of the frame buﬀer.

the segments are driven by the dedicated sub-wordline
drivers, the cell core can be partially activated according to the partial activation control (PAC) signals. In
addition, partial I/O control scheme is adopted so that
data I/Os for each segment can be controlled independently.
The proposed frame buﬀer structure is tightly coupled with the characteristics of the memory access patterns frequently used in the motion compensation for
the low power consumption. Since the video scenes typically used in portable applications have relatively small
motion vector displacements, most of their motion vectors are conﬁned in 8 × 8 integer pixel boundary as
shown in Fig. 6(a). Therefore, there exists large spatial
locality among the required blocks for the successive
frame buﬀer accesses (Fig. 6(b)).
To eﬀectively utilize these characteristics for the
low power consumption, we propose a distributed ninetiled block mapping (DNTBM). This mapping maximizes the reusability of the previously used block
data so that the power consumption for accessing the
frame buﬀer is minimized. Figure 7 explains the mapping. A block in a frame is mapped onto a row
whose size is tuned to accommodate a color block
(8 bit/pixel × 64 pixels/block = 512 bit/row). It is a
natural choice because the data processing is mainly
performed by block or macroblock granularity. For a
macroblock reconstruction, the required data is distributed in a maximum of nine adjacent blocks. Since
a frame consists of 594 blocks (22 × 18 for luminance
blocks, 11 × 9 × 2 for the chrominance blocks) in case
of 4:2:0 quarter-common interface format (QCIF), each
bank have to store more than 66 blocks (594/9). Therefore, the number of rows is set to 128, which is the minimum number among the “power of two” values that is
greater than 66. If these blocks are all located in one
bank, there must be nine row changes to access all of
them. Since all the adjacent blocks are mapped to be
located in diﬀerent banks by the DNTBM, the required
blocks can always be controlled independently, and the

(b)
Fig. 6 (a) Distribution of motion vectors. (b) Large spatial
locality.

Fig. 7

Distributed nine tiled block mapping (DNTBM).

previously activated rows do not need to be activated.
As a result, the number of cell core activations in the
frame buﬀer can be minimized.
Although the tiled mapping method is better for
data processing, it is inappropriate for some cases in
view of power consumption. For normal pixel reconstruction, only a part of a whole block is used for the
processing while the rest are discarded, as shown in
Fig. 8(a). The situation worsens when frame buﬀer
to serial access memory (SAM) transfer operation for
screen display is performed (Fig. 8(b)). In this case,
it is clear that the activation of a whole wordline will
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Fig. 9

Power reduction from the proposed techniques.

Fig. 8 Partial activation of cell core; (a) Data processing, (b)
SAM transfer.
Table 4

Hardware cost.

Fig. 10

Table 5

be a waste of power. A sub-wordline scheme with partial activation control (PAC) enables the cell core to
be activated by segments. Therefore, it is possible to
activate and use only the necessary parts selectively.
When dividing the cell core, the trade-oﬀ in determining the number of cell cores is required. For example,
if we divide the cell core into 8 segments, power can be
maximally saved in case of SAM transfer because only
the necessary pixels can be selectively activated. But
the overall area is increased due to the additional subwordline drivers, and this scheme may consume more
power than that of one-segment structure due to the
additional circuits. The optimization results based on
a hardware cost is summarized Table 4. A hardware
cost is deﬁned as the product of the power reduction
ratio and the area overhead normalized to that of the
1-segment structure. As shown in the table, 4-segment
structure is optimal when both the power reduction and
the area overhead are considered together.
By adopting these techniques, up to 45% of the required rows were re-used and overall power is reduced
up to 31% in accessing frame buﬀers compared with the
conventional 1-bank tiled mapping frame buﬀer structure (Fig. 9). Most of the power reduction was through

Die photograph.

Implementation results. (Summary)

distributed nine tiled block mapping, and about 5 to
10% additional power reduction were achieved from the
partial activation control scheme.
3.2 Implementation Results
Using the proposed MC accelerator, an example
MPEG-4 video decoding system is implemented [2]–[4].
It is a HW/SW mixed solution that is tuned for MPEG4 SP@L1 video decoding. 32 bit, 80 MHz RISC processor with 70 MIPs executes all operations except motion
compensation, and its results are transferred to internal dual-port SRAM buﬀer. MC with embedded frame
buﬀer receives the data via 512 bit wide bus. Since
operations in RISC and MC can be parallel, pipeline
architecture with macro-block granularity is possible.
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A chip was implemented using 0.18 µm CMOS
EML process with 3-poly, 6 metal layers. Figure 10
shows its photograph and Table 5 summarizes its implementation results. Overall power consumption for MC
accelerator is 16.2 mW including the power consumption for DRAM frame buﬀers, which is very low compared with other designs [5]–[7]. The MPEG-4 video
decoder is implemented as a part of the low power multimedia processor for portable applications [4].
4.

Conclusions

We proposed the low power structure of two hardware blocks (ME and MC with embedded DRAM frame
buﬀer) for the implementation of 2D video processing
on portable devices.
First, we proposed the adaptive bit-resolution control (ABRC) scheme for a low power systolic-array type
ME. The bit resolution in PE operation is adaptively
adjusted according to the operands so that unnecessary
transitions in the datapath are minimized. As a result,
up to 29.5% of power is reduced compared with the
conventional PE designs with negligible area overhead
and without any sacriﬁce of the encoding quality.
In addition, we implemented a low power motion compensation accelerator for portable applications. For low power consumption, two DRAM frame
buﬀers are integrated with the datapath. The architecture of the frame buﬀer is optimized in terms
of low power consumption. In addition, various low
power techniques such as distributed nine-tiled block
mapping (DNTBM), partial activations control scheme
(PAC) are adopted. Using the proposed MC accelerator, MPEG-4 SP@L1 video decoder is fabricated using
0.18 µm EML technology.
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